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County and Union Reach Agreement 
A Delicate Balancing of Compensation Issues and Fiscal Constraints 
 
SAN JOSE, CALIF.—Negotiating all night into early hours this morning, today County of 

Santa Clara officials and representatives of SEIU Local 715 came to a tentative agreement 

that both sides consider a decent compromise on key issues.  The existing contract was set to 

expire tomorrow.  The new agreement, ratified by union members this evening, is for three 

years – June 2006 to June 2009.   

 
“This was a tough negotiation,” said County Executive Pete Kutras.  “We value County 

employees and at the same time we are faced with the hard, cold reality of looming budget 

deficits of more than $160 million for each of the next three fiscal years.” 

 
Key terms of the agreement are: 

Performance Accountability 
• Performance appraisals will now cover the entire bargaining unit.  Under the 

previous contract not all employees were covered. This has been a key goal of 
the Board of Supervisors. 

 

Retirement  
• New employees covered by the Local 715 bargaining unit will have to work 10 

years instead of eight to be eligible for health benefits in retirement. 
• Beginning in December 2007, the CalPERS pension plan will be improved to the 

2.5% at 55 formula.  A key part of this contract is that the employees will pay 
the entire 3.913% cost of this benefit. 

 -more- 
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Wages 
Over the life of the three-year contract, Local 715 members will receive an eight percent 
increase in base wages, as follows: 

• 3% in June 2006 
• 4% in December 2007 
• 1% on base wage in June 2008 and a 2% lump sum payment in July 2008. 

 
Benefits for Extra Help Employees 

• Extra help employees can qualify for health insurance and must pay part of 
premium. 

  
Miscellaneous 

• To address the impact of longstanding vacancies on the work force, the 
County agreed to realign the compensation to more competitive market rates 
for hard to fill jobs such as Public Health Nurses and Pharmacists. 

 
 

“I am relieved that we were able to come to an agreement,” said Supervisor Jim Beall, 

Chair of the County of Santa Clara Board of Supervisors.  “This agreement is consistent 

with the budget we approved yesterday.”  

 

“This was a collaborative effort.  Everyone worked hard to come to a fair agreement,” 

said Supervisor Liz Kniss.  “There are still issues ahead, we have to perform a very 

delicate balancing act between compensation levels and programs cuts.”  

 

“An important aspect of this agreement is that it helps employees keep pace with the cost 

of living yet it requires that they pay the cost of improving retirement benefits,” said 

Supervisor Blanca Alvarado.  “I expect that we’ll see more of this trend in public 

agencies in the years ahead.” 

 
“The 100 percent participation in performance evaluations will help us to ensure that 

everyone is making a fair contribution for a fair wage,” said Supervisor Pete McHugh.   

 
Local 715 members’ ratification and approval of the contract clears the way for the 

agreement go to the Board of Supervisors for formal approval at its Board meeting on 

Tuesday June 20, 2006. 

#   #   # 
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